Notary Public Journal Of Notarial Acts
Synopsis

Value priced notary public journal with 300 convenient pre-formatted entries. The cover includes a section for the name of the notary public and beginning and ending dates for the journal entries.
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Customer Reviews

Exactly what I was looking for in a Notary Journal and cheap too. Seeing as how I've got a memory like swiss cheese, this will help me in the event anything I have notarized comes under scrutiny. Better safe than sorry.

This book is very extensive yet simple. It is more than I need but, it is very good record keeping and it's nice to have the customer sign the book. The book inside says New York, so I'm assuming they need to keep more in depth records than PA, but getting into the practice of fool proof record keeping is good in any state.

Wow, this Notary journal really has it all. Great detail for each transaction. I got the fingerprint pad with it so I could utilize all options for confirming identity of those obtaining Notary service. Its nice this journal has a fingerprint space for each entry. Highly recommended for all Notaries.

I'm a notary public and I'm mobile, so, Its great to have for recording all Notarial Acts! Even if you are not mobile, its great to have. Shipping was fast, on time and the price is great!

It's easy to protect others Identity since couples share the same page. It's not as bulky as other
notary journals. If I had to change one thing I would add more pages.

This is the ONLY journal I use every year. As a notary it is organized, allows enough space and is perfect for when someone wants to see an individual record. GREAT BUY!

This is an excellent journal book for any notaries the needs to capture all of the information about an affiant and the document or documents that you notarized.

lot of space for writing which is hard to find in a lot of journals for running a notary business
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